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Introduction	

The mobile, social and digital revolutions are reshaping nearly every aspect of individuals' lives and, in the 

process, creating new opportunities and challenges for companies and businesses seeking to engage 

consumers. Fueled by the rapid adoption of smartphones and explosion of mobile apps, the ripple effects of 

these phenomena are extraordinary.  Tablet and smartphone owners now spend more time with mobile apps 

than they do on the Internet and the use of mobile apps is approaching the time spent watching TV.  As the 

phenomenal growth of YouTube and now Pinterest illustrate, consumers are not just viewing, but also 

producing, sharing, and even curating content at extraordinary rates. 

 

Consumers are also using mobile to connect with each other and with businesses in new and important ways – 

for instance, using Apple’s Passbook and apps such as Key Ring to replace the dozen or more loyalty cards that 

clutter their wallet, and apps like Zingle to order while standing in line at their favorite coffee shop. As VC Peter 

Fenton observed, “mobile is becoming the remote control for our lives.” 

While screen size, usage conditions, and privacy pose challenges, mobile, social and other connectors represent 

enormous opportunities for SMBs, brands and retailers.  This whitepaper profiles local consumers, shows how 

mobile and social platforms are transforming their behavior, and outlines strategies that small-medium size 

businesses (SMBs), brands and retailers can use to engage consumers.  Data from an immr survey of 

smartphone owners in the U.S. (n = 1,014) show the growing significance of mobile and social in consumers’ 

lives and reveal opportunities for businesses large and small. 

http://blog.flurry.com/bid/92105/Mobile-Apps-We-Interrupt-This-Broadcast
http://marketingland.com/pinning-the-competition-pinterests-four-digit-growth-is-tops-of-2012-27769
http://keyringapp.com/
http://www.zinglenow.com/
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/12/11/wallflowers-of-silicon-valley-get-asked-to-dance/
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The	Ties	that	Bind	Consumers	and	Businesses	

To connect with businesses consumers are using an expanding array of channels, including reviews and loyalty 

programs as well as mobile apps, social media and the relatively recent phenomenon of “checking-in.” Mobile 

is enabling and fueling use of each of these channels – 9 out of 10 consumers “almost always” have their 

mobile devices with them, and apps such as Facebook, Foursquare, and others make it easy for consumers to 

use these emerging channels. Consumers are also connecting and finding businesses via YP’s widely 

downloaded mobile app. 

	

• Consumers are connecting not just with brands and national retailers but local businesses as well.  The only 

channel in which local businesses are lagging is mobile apps – in every other channel SMBs are equally 

represented alongside brands. 

• Among smartphone owners, more are connecting with businesses via social media than with any of the 

other channels above.  When paired with mobile, social media is an even more potent channel.  As 

consumers embrace Facebook and platforms such as Pinterest, YouTube and others rich with content and 

images, social media and mobile will continue to grow. 

• Since their introduction in the early ‘80’s, loyalty and rewards programs have spread beyond travel and 

hospitality to credit cards, retail, dining and virtually every other product category.  With the emergence of 

Apple’s Passbook, mobile wallets, and other platforms, these programs are in the midst of sea changes (see 

the immr report on Mobile and Loyalty). Innovative new rewards solutions such as LocalBonus and Ibotta 

are driving even greater reliance by brands, retailers and SMBs. 

http://www.immr.org/raising-the-bar-mobile-and-loyalty.pdf
https://localbonus.com/
https://ibotta.com/
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Of course, following, downloading and signing up for rewards are no guarantee of on-going interaction, much 

less loyalty. Subsequent sections outline how businesses can engage consumers in a meaningful, constructive 

way, avoiding the “engagement deficit” trap to which many businesses fall victim. 

63	Degrees	of	Connectednesss	–	Social	x	Location	x	Mobile	

As the findings above illustrate, numerous technologies are connecting consumers not just to each other but 

also to content, places, products, and even insights into their own behaviors (see for example the quantified 

self phenomenon). Recognizing the confluence of Social, Local and Mobile, VC John Doer coined the term 

SoLoMo.  Each of these in turn has dimensions that expand ways in which consumers are “connected.” 

• Mobile – while devices and apps are most visible, mobile also connects consumers via networks (cellular, 

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.); the “mobile” internet; the cloud (where content, big data, massive computing 

platforms and algorithms reside); and sensors embedded in devices and the environment.  

• Location – while location includes position (latitude x longitude), consumers also connect to places (e.g., 

building, neighborhood, landmark, etc., distinguished by name or address); vicinity (what’s around); 

proximity (distance/nearness); context (weather, other characteristics); and even objects. 

• Social – in addition to social media, consumers also connect via ever expanding social networks (contacts, 

friends, acquaintances, etc.) and platforms (Facebook, Foursquare, Twitter, etc.).  With mobile in hand and 

social at the ready, consumers are also producing and sharing prodigious quantities of user-generated 

content (text and image), which contains sentiment and other digital signals important to brands, retailers 

and SMBs. 

http://wave.wavemetrix.com/content/brands-increase-likes-140-engagement-drops-communities-grow-01055
http://www.topcoder.com/blog/2013-your-year-to-innovate-in-the-physical-realm/
http://www.topcoder.com/blog/2013-your-year-to-innovate-in-the-physical-realm/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/max-gladwell/solomo-manifesto_b_1221647.html
http://www.lukew.com/ff/entry.asp?1483
http://www.immr.org/downloads/Tuning-into-Consumers-Digital-Signals-Dr-Phil-Hendrix-immr-October-2011.pdf
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http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/29/business/media/steve-jobs-reigned-in-a-kingdom-of-altered-landscapes.html
http://www.immr.org/downloads/how-consumers-are-using-local-search-dr-phil-hendrix-immr.pdf
http://www.immr.org/Viewpoints/Mobile_advertising/mobile_advertising.html
http://www.imediaconnection.com/article_full.aspx?id=31742
http://www.tappednfc.com/nfc-info/
http://allthingsd.com/20130102/the-new-norm-expect-app-downloads-to-regularly-hit-one-billion-a-week
http://www.kaushik.net/avinash/2015-digital-marketing-rule-book/
http://www.immr.org/drive-customer-revenue-and-loyalty-whitepaper.html
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http://www.immr.org/Viewpoints/Location/location.html
http://www.immr.org/Viewpoints/Mobile_advertising/mobile_advertising.html
http://fab.com/
http://www.ruelala.com/
http://techcrunch.com/2012/12/26/fab-achieves-mobile-commerce-goal-with-56-of-xmas-day-revenue-from-its-apps/
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How	Connectedness	Shapes	Consumer	Behavior	(continued)	

Balancing	Privacy,	Value	and	

Trust	

To varying degrees, consumers are willing to 

give business partners access to their location, 

social media profiles and other personal data. 

Their willingness varies, depending on the type 

of data being requested, how the data are 

being used, and of course trust, security and 

privacy. Interestingly, results from a recent 

immr survey suggest that consumers are more 

willing to share their social media profile with 

SMBs than with their credit card company.  

 

 

	

  

http://www.aimia.com/files/doc_downloads/WhitepaperUKDataValuesFINAL.pdf
http://www.aimia.com/files/doc_downloads/WhitepaperUKDataValuesFINAL.pdf
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Local	Matters	

The importance of mobile consumers’ location is well recognized.  In a broader sense, what might be called 

“local” is even more important, as explained below. In the Connected Consumer survey respondents rated 

some 20 product/service categories, indicating the ones in which they (i) spend $50 or more per month on; (ii) 

enjoy reading about and discussing with others (top 5); and (iii) are most likely to research before purchasing 

(top 5). 

As shown below, the findings underscore the importance of local.  First, services such as automotive, hair, spa, 

and healthcare are by definition local (although they can be provided by an SMB or a national brand). Likewise, 

while e-commerce is growing, much of consumers’ spending on products is in categories that remain 

predominantly local – for example, groceries, personal care products, etc.  Finally, several categories that 

consumers enjoy most, including restaurants and entertainment, are local, as are categories that consumers 

research, like home improvement and home furnishings. These findings underscore the importance of local 

consumers. 
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http://www.immr.org/is-shopping-broken.html
http://www.immr.org/raising-the-bar-mobile-and-loyalty.pdf
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PEER	Strategies	–	Key	to	Engaging	Consumers	

To engage consumers, brands, retailers and local businesses must adopt and excel at strategies that 

personalize, enable, enhance and reward customers as they shop, compare, buy and use products and services.  

These strategies, which we refer to as PEER, are summarized below.  On the next few pages, each of these is 

explained more fully and examples presented. 
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Using data from a variety of sources, businesses can personalize communications, offers and experiences for 

ever connected consumers.  Much of these data do not require any PII (personally identifiable information).  

For instance, based on mobile apps used in the last 30 days, Flurry segments users into some 20 personas (e.g., 

auto enthusiasts, business travelers, sports fans, etc.). PlaceIQ combines user behavior observed over time into 

rich “audience profiles” by time and location. With contextual data (weather, surroundings, etc.), businesses 

can uses these profiles to tailor quite effectively.  

 

As consumers search and visit websites on the internet, they generate "bread crumbs" that, especially with 

mobile, are powerful signals of their interest and intent. Of course, consumers may opt-in to share richer, more 

detailed information about themselves – for example, their interests, transaction histories, even their social 

media profiles.  As in-store mapping and location and the digitization of loyalty cards and mobile wallets 

become more pervasive, even more granular data will be available to trusted business partners. 

	

Consumers make dozens of decisions a day, some recurring and familiar – e.g., "do I order 'the usual' at 

Starbucks?” – as well as others that are more complex and involve more effort, like choosing the destination 

and making travel plans for an upcoming vacation. As consumers discover, choose, buy and use products and 

services, they are often frustrated by "frictions" that take time and effort – for instance, the glut of information 

and lack of filters make it difficult to find, much less compare and choose, the best option for something as 

simple as "where should we dine tonight?"  In addition to descriptive information, consumers also value advice 

and assistance in comparing, evaluating and making choices – for instance, what features are most important?  

Which options do “influencers” and others with experience recommend? And so on. 

 

By reducing time, effort and other "frictions," enabling strategies make it easier for customers to accomplish 

their goals with less effort. While in many cases consumers are using third party apps to save time and money, 

businesses are also using mobile and enabling strategies to help customers accomplish their goals. Home Depot 

and other retailers, for example, are providing in-store maps and other aids to help smartphone users locate 

products, find deals and even pay at checkout.  Brands are also guiding consumers as they purchase and use 

products.  P&G's Tide offers the Stain Brain, a mobile app that helps consumers remove stains "on the spot."  

Charmin's SitORSquat app helps consumers find public restrooms. 

  

http://www.flurry.com/flurry-personas.html
http://www.placeiq.com/
http://www.immr.org/downloads/how-consumers-are-using-local-search-dr-phil-hendrix-immr.pdf
http://battellemedia.com/archives/2010/03/the_database_of_intentions_is_far_larger_than_i_thought.php
http://blog.hunch.com/?p=47384
http://www.colloquy.com/article_view.asp?xd=10117
http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/tech/news/story/2012-08-27/big-retailer-mobile-apps/57381210/1
http://www.tide.com/en-US/stains/iphonelanding.jspx
http://www.charmin.com/find-public-restrooms.aspx
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Increasingly, consumers are relying on mobile at every step of their journey – to search for businesses, compare 

prices, pay and even obtain customer service.  They are also using mobile to share their experiences – for 

instance, checking-in, posting reviews, providing feedback to a merchant or service provider, etc.  By combining 

Enabling strategies and mobile, brands, retailers and local businesses can make it easier for customers to 

interact and transact and in the process boost loyalty and retention. 

	

In the simplest sense, customers assess the value of products and even relationships with businesses in terms 

of cost-benefit.  While Enabling strategies focus on reducing and possibly eliminating time, cost and other 

frictions, Enhancing strategies focus on ways to maximize the benefits, often in ways that are unanticipated. By 

leveraging mobile to surprise and delight customers, Enhancing strategies deliver on the "excitement factor," 

similar to the Kano Model. 

 

Opportunities to leverage mobile to enhance customer experiences are limited only by companies' 

imaginations. For example, hotels can offer not just mobile check-in, allowing guests to bypass the check-in 

line, but room access (no need to pick up a key) and even mobile concierge.  KLM's Meet & Seat program 

allowed travelers to select seat mates based on their (mutually shared) social media profiles. 

 

Ikea illustrates the potential for innovative retailers – using Augmented Reality on mobile devices, customers 

can get a behind the scenes look at products in Ikea's catalog, learn more about the designer and materials 

used, and even envision how the product would look in their home. Coca-Cola’s ad campaigns are designed to 

"create happiness" for consumers.  For example, in a recent campaign in Australia, 150 different popular first 

names were placed on Coke cans, in place of the iconic brand name. After purchasing a beverage for a friend, 

consumers could text and see their friend's name displayed on a large public screen. 

Over time, the novelty of an Enhancing strategy can lose its appeal and effectiveness – consider, for example, 

greeters at the entrance to retail stores or chocolates on hotel room pillows.  Creativity and continuous 

innovation are clearly important to maintain an edge. In his book The Retail Revival, Doug Stephens outlines 

other ways that retailers can (and must) leverage mobile and other technologies to enhance customer 

experience. 

Of course, having more extensive information about customers allows even greater personalization that can, in 

turn, be used enhance their experience.  As a result, companies of all sizes are encouraging consumers to 

download apps, enroll in loyalty programs, link their social media profiles and share profile information in other 

ways.  With Nieman Marcus’ mobile app, for instance, upon entering the store customers can alert and give 

sales associates’ access to their Facebook profile and shopping history, allowing the associate to offer more 

personalized, relevant recommendations.  

  

http://www.immr.org/Viewpoints/SoLoMo/solomo.html
http://www.uie.com/articles/kano_model/
http://www.ncr.com/products-and-services/software/travel-software/advanced-hotel-check-in
http://www.mconciergesystems.com/
http://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/insights/featured/out-of-the-ashes/
http://mashable.com/2012/07/19/ikea-augmented-reality-catalog/
http://creativity-online.com/news/mccannerickson-gives-new-ikea-catalog-a-vitamin-pill/236165
http://www.psfk.com/2011/10/share-a-coke-campaign-puts-names-on-coca-cola-bottles-and-cans.html
http://www.amazon.com/The-Retail-Revival-Reimagining-Consumerism/dp/1118489675
http://blog.neolane.com/conversational-marketing/5-degrees-marketing-personalization/
http://www.psfk.com/2012/07/neiman-marcus-app-gives-staff-preferences.html
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Brands, retailers and now small businesses are using mobile to reward customers in new and more effective 

ways.  First introduced by Texas International Airlines in 1979, frequent flyer rewards were launched on a major 

scale by American Airlines in 1981.  Since then rewards programs have spread to nearly every other product 

and service category.  Consumers can earn points for miles flown, hotel stays, packages shipped, charges to 

credit cards, and even shopping. With most retailers and many brands offering rewards, the average customer 

is enrolled in more than a dozen loyalty programs.   

 

Mobile is transforming conventional rewards programs, extending them beyond the conventional "spend-and-

get" model.  For example, Shopkick rewards consumers for shopping; Foursquare and Loyalblocks reward 

consumers for "checking in;" and brands are using programs like Social Rewards to incent consumers to share 

tweets and other social media.  

In addition to points and rewards, companies are also using mobile solutions to reinforce consumer behavior – 

working with Badgeville, Bunchball and others platforms, brands and retailers are incorporating recognition, 

challenges and other mechanisms drawn from gamification and behavioral economics.  

 

While rewards have long been offered by large businesses, new solutions from Belly, FiveStars, Perka, and 

others are enabling small businesses to offer and optimize rewards.   

http://shopkick.com/
http://www.loyalblocks.com/
http://socialrewards.com/
http://www.badgeville.com/
http://www.bunchball.com/
http://techcrunch.com/2010/08/25/scvngr-game-mechanics/
http://nudges.org/2011/10/09/where-is-behavioral-economics-headed-in-the-marketing-worlding/
http://www.fastcompany.com/1836656/how-a-chicago-startup-came-out-of-nowhere-and-snagged-series-b-funding-from-andreessen-horow
http://www.fivestarscard.com/
http://getperka.com/
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12	High	Yield	Mobile	and	PEER	Strategies	

Shown below are 12 key mobile and PEER strategies, ordered within each category based on difficulty of 

implementing. Discussed on the following pages are the potential (opportunity and feasibility) for each of the 

strategies for brands, retailers and local businesses, along with implications and recommended next steps. 
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Implications	and	Recommendations	

Our research and other industry sources (see for example comScore’s 2013 U.S. Digital Future in Focus report) 

underscore the importance of connected consumers.  Mobile, social and other technologies have created 

opportunities for what Greg Satell refers to as “new conversations” between consumers and brands, retailers 

and local businesses. 

For most businesses, attracting and keeping customers are an on-going and sometimes elusive goal – more 

products and media are competing for their attention, while consumers are watching their budgets and 

spending more closely than ever due to new economic realities.  

Despite the importance, most businesses are not very effective at engaging customers. In most product and 

service categories, fewer than 1 in 5 consumers say they are loyal to a particular company or business.  At the 

same time, customer expectations are rising and leading businesses are raising the bar for everyone.  As a 

result, brands, retailers and local business face an imperative – integrate mobile more fully into their strategies 

or find themselves slipping further and further behind. 

 

 Mobile and PEER strategies offer businesses large and small extraordinary opportunities to engage consumers. 

Hopefully, the strategies, cases and solutions presented here will help brands, retailers and local businesses 

capitalize on the opportunity and engage with ever connected consumers in meaningful and mutually 

beneficial ways.  

	

http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Presentations_and_Whitepapers/2013/2013_US_Digital_Future_in_Focus
http://www.digitaltonto.com/2012/the-new-consumer-conversation/
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PEER	Strategies	by	Type	of	Business	–	Recommendations	

Shown below is the potential for brands, retailers and local businesses to leverage each of the 12 PEER 

strategies discussed above.  Symbols with greater shading indicate higher potential, and vice versa, while the 

top five strategies in each category are highlighted with        

  

For any particular business, whether a brand, retail or local business, the value of the strategies shown above 

may differ.  The rationale for the strategies highlighted above and recommendations are presented in the next 

section. 
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Local	Businesses	

While local businesses do not have the resources or expertise that brands and large retailers possess, they do 

have certain advantages when dealing with connected consumers. First, as discussed above, much of consumer 

discretionary spending – especially for food, entertainment and other services – is local. Secondly, consumers 

increasingly use mobile to make and carry out plans the same day and in many instances right away. That 

immediacy puts a premium on proximity and convenience, where local businesses have the advantage.  Finally, 

because they interact with their customers day in and day out, local business owners and employees are 

uniquely positioned to “get to know” customers – this familiarity can translate into trust and intimacy. 

Local businesses, then, are in a unique position to serve as Confidant, although only a small percentage fills 

that role.  As mentioned above, one in three respondents in a recent immr survey were willing to share their 

social media profile with a favored local restaurant, compared to one in four willing to share with their bank or 

credit card company. With intimate knowledge of their customers and familiarity with the business community, 

local businesses are also well positioned to serve as Guide.  They are in a unique position to advise and help 

customers with their needs and perhaps even refer customers to other small businesses.  

Small businesses owners and employees who are especially customer-centric can anticipate customer needs 

and fulfill the role of Valet.  For example, restaurants that serve customers “the usual” without being asked; 

the local dry cleaner who, recognizing regular customers as they drive up, has their order pulled and ready as 

the customer walks in; the small business that calls customers to remind them that it’s time to have their 

gutters, chimney, etc. cleaned; and many others.  Mobile apps and check-in can facilitate their efforts. 

Historically, rewards programs have been associated with large businesses, e.g., airlines, hotels, retailers, etc.  

As mentioned earlier, a new generation of mobile platforms is enabling small businesses to offer and optimize 

Rewards.  Offering exclusives and privileges to Club members should be very attractive to small business 

customers, especially if the program is on mobile.  See, for example, how this popular restaurant in D.C. is using 

Venga's loyalty platform to reward members with special experiences like a mixology demonstration.  Immr 

research also suggests untapped opportunities for small businesses – while 9 out of 10 smartphone owners 

belong to at least one loyalty program, only 1 in 5 are members of a local restaurant’s program. 

Brands	

While Confidant represents the penultimate basis for personalization, few brands outside of Nike (lifestyle and 

fitness), Revlon (cosmetics) and perhaps American Express and Fidelity in financial services have achieved the 

trust and intimacy required to play that role.  For most brands a Trail strategy represents the most viable basis 

for personalization – e.g., following “bread crumbs” that consumers leave on mobile and digital media.  

Brands are in a unique position to serve as Curator, Guide and Companion.  With their focus on content, media 

brands, of course, naturally serve as Curator and Guide.  However, leading brands in other categories have an 

opportunity to play this role as well, especially as consumers shop for and choose among competing products. 

Pinterest and other forums offer a valuable mechanism for brands to engage consumers and, in essence, serve 

as Companions.  As brands from Kraft to Coach have demonstrated, these social media platforms allow 

businesses to engage consumers with compelling content, much of it contributed by loyal customers and fans. 

http://streetfightmag.com/2012/10/04/case-study-dc-restaurant-uses-customer-data-to-measure-marketing-success/
http://www.getvenga.com/
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As mentioned earlier, the success of Coca-Cola’s campaigns illustrates consumers’ interest in experiences that 

fall under Companion. 

While many brands have some sort of loyalty program, consumers of a brand are likely to view exclusive offers 

for “Club” members even more favorably.  

Retailers	

Just about every type of retailer – including department stores, grocery stores, specialty stores and even 

convenience stores – sees a wide swath of consumer behavior and are therefore in a unique position to 

personalize and enable. With an assortment of products, fulfilling the role of Guide is a natural value-added 

service.  A few imaginative companies with a retail presence have even moved in the direction of Concierge – 

for example, Starbucks recommends and sells music downloads in their store and online.  As Starbucks CEO 

Howard Schultz observed, "we have to be relevant to our customer when they are outside our four walls... 

[and] that applies to any consumer brand today, whether Starbucks or a product like Tide."   

Especially with Key Ring (mobile app that digitizes loyalty cards), Apple’s Passbook and the emergence of 

mobile wallets, retailers are well positioned to expand and offer more targeted, compelling Rewards. With 

consumers interested in saving money and stretching their budgets, Club programs that offer limited-time 

opportunities for “customer members” are likely to be very popular.  Witness the enormous success of Fab, 

Rue La La and similar online businesses. “Click and mortar” retailers would do well to emulate these online 

retailers’ strategies. 

 	

http://www.fastcompany.com/3003147/starbucks-ceo-howard-schultz-connecting-customers-everyday-all-day
http://www.colloquy.com/article_view.asp?xd=10117
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About	the	Research	

The data presented in this report are drawn from an online survey of smartphone owners in the U.S.  

Conducted by immr in Oct. 2012, the sample included 1,022 smartphone owners age 21-64, balanced on 

gender, age and geography.   Respondents were recruited using an online panel and screened for smartphone 

ownership and other characteristics.  The questionnaire was developed based on qualitative research 

conducted by Dr. Phil Hendrix, immr and GigaOm Pro analyst. 
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YP is North America's largest local search, media and advertising company. Its mission is to help small 

businesses and communities grow. Millions of searches occur daily using YP℠ products to find, compare and 
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